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You sunk
my
Battleship

“A new dawn is upon us.”
Those were the words of Hitchcock resident Susannah Wang
in response to the recent
emancipation of @HitchcockHouse. A longtime absentee of
House Meeting, Susannah has
been informed of events within
the House community via Twitter. “It’s not that there was a
dearth of twits, but rather that
they were dry and emotionless.”
Early last year, an nameless
and self-verified French woman harnessed complete control of @Hitchcockhouse,
throwing the entirety of Hitchcock into a social recession.
Countless residents suspended their social networking in a
feeble attempt to recover from
the devastating blow. Such
hardships even lead to an
underground resistance headed by @Hitchcock411.
Fortunately, the tides began to
ebb this summer, as the Parisian potentate presented the

Religious Leaders across the global marveled on Thursday, as
@HitchcockHouse stretched its nearly atrophied wings.

released the account to House
O-Staff. Rumored leader of the
411 movement Jonah Rabb
recalls, “I look down at my
phone one afternoon, and
there it was. I couldn’t believe
my eyes. After all this time.”
This turn of luck only marks
the beginning for @HitchcockHouse, as leaders from around
the Sections have commenced
deliberations for new Twitter
legislation. “For now, the account sits in a state of stagna-

tion. It’s going to take some
time to repair the scars,” Rabb
stated in an unofficial Bartlett
talk. “We’ve been so focused
on the fight. And now, we’re
not sure if it was worth it.”
Regardless of the wavering
sentiments, as Hitchcocker
move forward this year they
can be sure that a little bird
with be fluttering right behind
them. #feedtwitter

Who is Adam the First Year?
Recent public polling has revealed a shadowy figure galloping towards the limelight of
House Politics. Just who is this
dark horseman? That’d be
“Adam the First Year.”
“He’s definitely a first year,”
relayed Hitchcock’s newest

fashionista Avery Robinson.
“I’d even go as far as to say
that his name is Adam.” Robinson further divulged that
“Adam the First Year” may not
actually exist. “He’s like an Omance. One week you’re nearly positive that it’s going to be
around forever, and the next,

you have no recollection of it
even happening.”
Whether this Sasquatchian
entity will ever lift his hood still
remains to be seen, but one
thing is for sure: He’s out
there.
Adam the First Year’s representatives refused to
answer The Herald’s calls.

